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COMING UP
Apr:

.Charlie at the
Red Room (Away)
May: Woodvale
(Home)
June AGM, Simon’s
Selection (Home)
July: Birthday
Rosenvale
August: Member’s
Pick (Home)
September: Red
Heads
October: Remember Bruce at Dell
Uva
November: Riverland Relevation
December Christmas TBA
BRING A FRIEND
Remember, at home
shows you can introduce a new guest for
just $25.
GUEST INVITATION
You are invited to
join a group of like
minded men at a
Bruce Thiele Red
Wine Club dinner
meeting to taste, talk
about, learn and enjoy wine. Inquiries
Peter Frick btredwineclub@gmail.com

Greg Horner from Mt Bera Vineyards was our guest
winemaker for our March home event. We enjoyed
a choice of sparkling wine for our welcome wine—
Mt Bera Ebullient Cabernet Merlot Cuveé, Mt Bera
Ebullient Gruvee Cuveeé and Mt Bera Ebullient Pinot
Noir Cuveé along with cheese and metwurst nibbles
prepared by Laurie Rundle.
Our MC for the evening Graeme Worsley opened
proceedings and welcomed Laurie Rundle’s guest
Kevin Jenkins. He then introduced Greg and handed
over to him to present his wines.
Greg thanked the committee and Simon Granfield in particular for the invitation. He began our tasting with a white—Mt Bera Gruvee Gruner Veltliner 2018, Gruner Veltliner is the most widely planted white grape in Austria.
The name Gruvee is a play on words—with reference a musical theme, Simon & Garfunkle’s ‘Feeling Groovy’.
Greg grew up on a farm in South Gippsland, Victoria, however he trained
and became an aeronautical engineer. He married a city girl and had four
children. They were looking for a change and visited the Adelaide Hills and
fell in love with the area. They eventually bought Mt Bera and moved here.
The view (right) is
typical of the Vineyard. The house is
off to the left and
the cellar door to
the right. Six
months of the
year there is likely
to be fog. Both
Pinot Noir and
Cabernet Sauvignon do not do well if the temperature is too low. So some existing vines
were pulled out and replaced by Gruner Veltliner in the bottom of the valley whare it is coldest. They harvested their first grapes in 2018 and it was a
classic 11.5 to 12.5% alcohol. The next vintage it was higher at 13%. Like all
the Mt Bera grapes it is hand picked as the slopes are too steep for machine picking. While doing the standard tests, Greg makes the final decision
on picking by tasting the fruit. This wine has a peppery mouth feel that
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Mt Bera Continued
fades then comes back with age.
Our second wine was a Mt Bera Boundless Horizons Gruner Veltliner 2018. This wine is made from the same grapes but they are
picked two weeks later which results in a totally different wine.
With an alcohol content of 14% is is more a red drinkers wine and
unlike the previous wine should be drunk at room temperature rather than chilled.
The third wine was 2017 Mt Bera Pinot Noir. The grapes grow in a
cooler foggy area of the vineyard. Greg has experimented with several ‘alternative’ varieties, including the Gruner Veltliner, already mentioned, Zweigelt (the most popular Austrian red) and Blaufranksich. Greg’s ‘other job’ is as an aeronautical engineer and one of his German colleagues suggested he grow , Zweigelt.
The 2019 bushfires devastated Mt Bera. Greg lost most of his infrastructure but amazingly the vines
survived. The first year after the fire the grapes were unusable (tasted like ash) but by the second
year they were fine. In the more recent Adelaide hills fires he did not lose anything and fortunately
the smoke blew the other way.
Mt Bera vineyard uses organic and biodynamic practices. No herbicides are used just composting and
mulching. Mushrooms have returned and they help with micronutrients. Operations are done according to th biodynamic calendar. Greg said the moon ‘wobbles’ in its orbit and this affects the
weather. He believes this may be caused by changes in infrared signature and electromagnetic radiation. 2017 was cool and wet—other seasons were not so this produces different wines.
Our fourth wine fr tasting was the Mt Bera Amphitheatre Shiraz Blaufranksich 2018. Blaufranksich is
a dark skinned variety that stains your hands when you pick it. It is planted on a steep vineyard with a
70 meter drop top to bottom. A bit of a challenge for pickers and pruners. About 20% of Blaufranksich goes into the wine. The wine is made as a summer style—field blended and fermented together.
Next we had a Mt Bera Wild and Free Tempranillo 2014. This Spanish variety can cope with hot days
and cold nights. 2014 was a cool and dry vintage. They use a wild ferment—an extension of their biodynamic principles to have everything as natural as possible. They did a trial with wild verses commercial yeast and their children tasted the ferment and preferred the wild—fruiter. Greg finds the
wild yeast more subtle and complex. In response to a question about wild yeast causing variation he
responded that they had had no problem so far. They wines may be different but they are good.
Commercial yeasts tend to overwhelm wild yeasts.
They vary the yeasts depending on the vintage 2014
was wild, 2013 some commercial, 2016 50:50 (there
was no 2015 vintage).
The sixth wine was the Mt Bera Running with the
Cows Tempranillo 2017. This was made with commercial yeast. 2017 was very wet and cool. They try to
minimise irrigation and use leaf temperature to decide if irrigation is necessary. For instance after four
days of 40 degrees the vines need a drink. The name
is a play on the Spanish festival and the nursery
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Mt Bera Continued
rhyme where the cow jumped over the moon (referring to the moons influence in Biodynamics). His
kids also raise jersey calves (clever as cats, loyal as dogs and love a back rub). The need for extraction
caused the decision to use a commercial yeast. The fruit was barely ripe and at 12.5 Baume, but the
wine eventually had a 14.5% alcohol.
In terms of oak they use mostly old French oak with 20-30% new. The Tempranillo only had old oak.
The climate and hence the wines are not suitable for American oak.
The next wine to taste was a My Bera Boundless Horizons Merlot 2012. In another steep vineyard the
grapes are also tasted to determine when to pick (along with acid and Baume). When a star anise flavour is detected they are ready.
The final official tasting wine was a Mt Bera Boundless Horizons Cabinet Sauvignon 2013. 2013 was a
warm vintage and this wine was half wine fermented and matured in 50% new French oak.
Our meal was provided again by the Lyndoch Hotel. It was Crispy Roast Pork with a red wine gravy
served with a medley of roast vegetables and seasonal
greens, alongside fresh rolls. Dessert was Chef Mary
Anne's Decadent Chocolate Mousse created specially to
match the Club's Port.
The lucky door prize winners were Dean Trinne, Peter
Boehm, Laurie Rundle and Rud Nicholson. Graeme
closed the evening with thanks to our presenter and the
kitchen team. Next month we will be in the Lyndoch Hotel Red Room with Charlie Scalzi of God’s Hill.
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Mt Bera Alternative Varieties
Grüner Veltliner (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gr%C3%BCner_Veltliner)
Grüner Veltliner (Green Veltliner) is a white wine grape variety grown primarily
in Austria, Hungary, Slovakia, and the Czech Republic. The leaves of the grape
vine are five-lobed with bunches that are long but compact, and deep green
grapes that ripen in mid-late October in the Northern Hemisphere.
In 2008, Grüner Veltliner plantations in Austria stood at 17,151 hectares
(42,380 acres), and it accounts for 32.6% of all vineyards in the country, almost
all of it being grown in the northeast of the country. Thus, it is the most-planted
grape variety in Austria.
Outside of Austria, Grüner Veltliner is the second most widely grown white
grape variety in the Czech Republic, encompassing approximately 2,120 hectares (5,200 acres) and resulting in approximately 11% of Czech wine production. In recent years a few US wineries have started
to grow and bottle Grüner Veltliner. Gruner Veltliner is also planted in Australia, particularly in the Adelaide Hills wine region in South Australia, as well as the Okanagan Valley of British Columbia, Canada.
Some ampelographers (such as Hermann Goethe in his 1887 handbook of ampelography) have long
assumed that Grüner Veltliner is not related to the other varieties with ‘Veltliner’ in their name (such
as Roter Veltliner), or that it is only distantly related. A first DNA analysis in the late 1990s secured Savagnin (Traminer) as one parent of Grüner Veltliner, but was not able to identify the other parent
among the candidates studied. The other parent was later found to be an originally unnamed variety of
which only a single, abandoned, very old and weakened vine was found in Sankt Georgen am Leithagebirge outside Eisenstadt in Austria. The grape is therefore referred to as St. Georgener-Rebe or ‘St.
Georgen-vine’.
Grüner Veltliner has a reputation of being a particularly food-friendly wine and is a popular offering on
restaurant wine lists. It is made into wines of many different styles - much is intended for drinking
young in the Heuriger (bars serving new wine) of Vienna, a little is made into sparkling wine, but some
is capable of long aging. The steep vineyards of the Danube (Donau) west of Vienna produce very pure,
mineral Grüner Veltliners intended for laying down. Down in the plains, citrus and peach flavours are
more apparent, with spicy notes of pepper and sometimes tobacco.
Zweigelt (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zweigelt, https://winefolly.com/grapes/zweigelt/, https://
blog.suvie.com/a-beginners-guide-to-zweigelt-wine/
Zweigelt is a new Austrian grape created in 1922 by Friedrich
Zweigelt (1888–1964), who later became Director of the Federal Institute and Experimental Station of Viticulture, Fruit
Production and Horticulture (1938–1945). It is Austria’s most
planted red wine grape and is a cross between Blaufränkisch
and St. Laurent (tastes like Pinot Noir). Resulting wines are
bright, tart, and fruity.
So what is it about this wine that sets it apart from others? It’s
all down to the combination of sweet and sour. Zweigelt combines an intense berry fruitiness with an
appealing acidic tartness that makes for a bracing and refreshing wine. Zweigelt wines are light bodied,
contain very few tannins, and have a fairly high acidity. All these aspects combine to make for a wine
that can be enjoyed at room temperature or slightly chilled.
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Mt Bera Alternative Varieties
In terms of specific flavours, drinkers of Zweigelt can expect notes of berry-based fruit such as cherry,
blackcurrant, and raspberries. Additional flavours include cinnamon, pepper, and floral notes.
Blaufränkisch (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blaufrankisch, https://www.vinodiversity.com/
blaufrankish.html)
Blaufränkisch (German for blue Frankish) is a dark-skinned variety of
grape used for red wine. Blaufränkisch, which is a late-ripening variety,
produces red wines which are typically rich in tannin and may exhibit a
pronounced spicy character.
The grape is grown across Central Europe, including Austria, Czech Republic, Germany, Slovakia, Croatia, Serbia, Slovenia, and Italy. In Hungary
the grape is called Kékfrankos (also lit. blue Frankish) and is grown in a
number of wine regions including Sopron, Villány, Szekszárd, and Eger
(where it is a major ingredient in the famous red wine blend known as
Egri Bikavér (lit. Bull's Blood) having largely replaced the Kadarka grape).
It has been called "the Pinot noir of the East" because of its spread and
reputation in Eastern Europe.
DNA profiling has shown that Blaufränkisch is a cross between Gouais blanc (Weißer Heunisch; male parent) and Blaue Zimmettraube (female parent; the offspring of Blauer Gänsfüsser). Historical ampelographic
sources have provided very solid evidence that the geographic area of origin of the variety is Lower Styria
(today Slovenian Styria)
In the vineyard Blaufränkisch buds early, ripens late, and needs a long season to fully ripen.* It's vulnerable to frost damage in the spring, but is vigorous and can deliver high yields.
In the winery it is known for intense colour and tannins, as well as good acidity and palate weight, and is
often barrel matured with new oak.
Blaufränkisch wines have aromas of dark ripe cherries and dark berries, are spicy, have medium tannin levels and sometimes very good acidity. Young wines are deeply fruity and become more velvety, supple and
complex with age.*8+
According to wine expert Oz Clarke, well made examples of Blaufränkisch will have notes of red currants
and blackberry fruit. The grape does have the potential to have high tannins and acidity levels which can
be moderated by harvest decisions and some oak aging. However, Clarke notes that wines from Blaufränkisch can take on too much oak flavoring and come across as excessively oaky. When blended with
other varieties, Blaufränkisch often contributes acidity and structure to the blend
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Mt Bera Biodynamic farming
Biodynamic agriculture is a form of alternative agriculture very similar to organic farming, but it includes
various esoteric concepts drawn from the ideas of Rudolf Steiner (1861–1925). Initially developed in 1924,
it was the first of the organic agriculture movements.*3+ It treats soil fertility, plant growth, and livestock
care as ecologically interrelated tasks, emphasizing spiritual and mystical perspectives.
Biodynamics has much in common with other
organic approaches – it emphasizes the use of
manures and composts and excludes the use of
synthetic (artificial) fertilizers, pesticides and
herbicides on soil and plants. Methods unique
to the biodynamic approach include its treatment of animals, crops, and soil as a single system, an emphasis from its beginnings on local
production and distribution systems, its use of
traditional and development of new local
breeds and varieties. Some methods use an astrological sowing and planting calendar. Biodynamic agriculture uses various herbal and mineral additives for compost additives and field
sprays; these are prepared using methods that are more akin to sympathetic magic than agronomy, such
as burying ground quartz stuffed into the horn of a cow, which are said to harvest "cosmic forces in the
soil".
No difference in beneficial outcomes has been scientifically established between certified biodynamic agricultural techniques and similar organic and integrated farming practices. Biodynamic agriculture lacks
strong scientific evidence for its efficacy and has been labelled a pseudoscience because of its reliance upon esoteric knowledge and mystical beliefs.
As of 2019, biodynamic techniques were used on 202,045 hectares in 55 countries. Germany accounts for
41.8% of the global total; the remainder average 1750 ha per country. Biodynamic methods of cultivating
grapevines have been taken up by several notable vineyards. There are certification agencies for biodynamic products, most of which are members of the international biodynamics standards group Demeter
International.
Biodynamic method of farming
In common with other forms of organic agriculture, biodynamic agriculture uses management practices
that are intended to "restore, maintain and enhance ecological harmony". Central features include crop
diversification, the avoidance of chemical soil treatments and off-farm inputs generally, decentralized production and distribution, and the consideration of celestial and terrestrial influences on biological organisms. The Demeter Association recommends that "(a) minimum of ten per cent of the total farm acreage
be set aside as a biodiversity preserve. That may include but is not limited to forests, wetlands, riparian
corridors, and intentionally planted insectaries. Diversity in crop rotation and perennial planting is required: no annual crop can be planted in the same field for more than two years in succession. Bare tillage
year round is prohibited so land needs to maintain adequate green cover."
The Demeter Association also recommends that the individual design of the land "by the farmer, as determined by site conditions, is one of the basic tenets of biodynamic agriculture. This principle emphasizes
that humans have a responsibility for the development of their ecological and social environment which
goes beyond economic aims and the principles of descriptive ecology." Crops, livestock, and farmer, and
"the entire socioeconomic environment" form a unique interaction, which biodynamic farming tries to
"actively shape ...through a variety of management practices.
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Mt Bera Biodynamic farming
The prime objective is always to encourage healthy conditions for life": soil fertility, plant and animal
health, and product quality. "The farmer seeks to enhance and support the forces of nature that lead to
healthy crops, and rejects farm management practices that damage the environment, soil plant, animal or
human health....the farm is conceived of as an organism, a self-contained entity with its own individuality,"
holistically conceived and self-sustaining. "Disease and insect control are addressed through botanical species diversity, predator habitat, balanced crop nutrition, and attention to light penetration and airflow.
Weed control emphasizes prevention, including timing of planting, mulching, and identifying and avoiding
the spread of invasive weed species."
Biodynamic agriculture differs from many forms of organic agriculture in its spiritual, mystical, and astrological orientation. It shares a spiritual focus, as well as its view toward improving humanity, with the
"nature farming" movement in Japan. Important features include the use of livestock manures to sustain
plant growth (recycling of nutrients), maintenance and improvement of soil quality, and the health and
well-being of crops and animals. Cover crops, green manures and crop rotations are used extensively and
the farms to foster the diversity of plant and animal life, and to enhance the biological cycles and the biological activity of the soil.
Compared to non-organic agriculture, BD farming practices have been found to be more resilient to environmental challenges, to foster a diverse biosphere, and to be more energy efficient, factors Eric
Lichtfouse describes being of increasing importance in the face of climate change, energy scarcity and population growth.
Research into biodynamic farming has been complicated by the difficulty of isolating the distinctively biodynamic aspects when conducting comparative trials. Consequently, there is no strong body of material
that provides evidence of any specific effect.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biodynamic_agriculture#Planting_calendar
The Lunar Calendar and Wine (from https://winefolly.com/lifestyle/biodynamic-calendar-fruit-day-winetasting/)
Fruit Day vs. Root Day The idea behind root days, fruit days, leaf days, and flower days was inspired by Rudolf Steiner, an Austrian philosopher who defined biodynamic farming for the 20th century. However, the
focus on the moon and how it affects life on earth goes back farther than that: 1st century Roman naturalist Pliny the Elder said the moon “replenishes the earth; when she approaches it, she fills all bodies, while,
when she recedes, she empties them.”
Root Day: Root days are when the moon is in any of the Earth Signs, such as Capricorn, Taurus, and Virgo.
If you follow the lunar calendar for wine tasting, root days are not good days to enjoy wine.
Flower Day : Flower days are when the moon is in any of the Air Signs, like Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius.
Flower days are recommended for enjoying aromatic wines, such as Viognier or Torrontes.
Leaf Day: Leaf days are when the moon is in any of the Water Signs, such as Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces.
Leaf days are days when the plant is focused on producing chlorophyll, and are generally not recommended for enjoying wine.
Fruit Day: Fruit days are when the moon is in any of the Fire Signs, such as Aires, Leo, and Sagittarius. Fruit
days are the most optimal wine tasting days.
Editors note: A scientific experiment in New Zealand found ”The biodynamic calendar has no influence on
the way wines taste “
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Mt Bera The Wines
Editors Note: There are limited tasting notes available for Mt Bera Wines.
Mt Bera Ebullient Cabernet Merlot Cuveé
Mt Bera Ebullient Gruvee Cuveeé
Mt Bera Ebullient Pinot Noir Cuveé
Mt Bera Gruvee Gruner 2016 (the Classic style as defined by the Austians)

Mt Bera Boundless Horizons Gruner Veltliner 2018 (the Reserve Style as defined by the
Austrians)
Very lifted, opulent and rather "dark" aromas with good varietal spiciness in the background.
Well structured, complex citrussy palate with a very peppery finish. Plenty of potential.
(Winestate)
Mt Bera Pinot Noir 2017
Amphitheatre Shiraz Blaufranksich 2018
Perfumed and seductive, dark velvety and ripe fruit yet still high toned and fine.
Liquorice root, black pepper, blackberry and creme de cassis, bitter fruity chocolate and fresh
suede – has classic shiraz depth and generosity.
Supple fleshy yet fine, soft ripe acids, loaded with dried black and dark exotic fruits, finishes with spiced
dark chocolate.
Well concealed tannin, firm and strong, slatey length .
Wild and Free Tempranillo 2014
Running with the Cows Tempranillo 2017
Boundless Horizons Merlot 2012
Complex aromatics, spicy plum, pickled walnut, warm dark hardwoods, black tea, vanilla pod, Brazil nut and liquorice root.
Fleshy with a discreet richness, strong plum, tamarind, roast nut and cocoa tannins build to
an authoritative finish.
Boundless Horizons Cabernet Sauvignon 2013
Classic cabernet aromatics and the spice elements characteristic of the Mt Bera terroir – warm
woody spices and subtle liquorice root. Sour plum and just ripe blackberry, fresh mint and dried
flowers and cedar.
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Photos—By Ian Cooper & Steve Blee
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Photos Continued
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